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○ Main findings: Data from this multiethnic cohort suggested that near roadway air
pollution, particularly non-freeway exposure in Southern California, may be
associated with increased risk of COVID-19 severity and mortality among
COVID-19 infected patients.

○ Methods: retrospective cohort study. Used hospital records to identify patients
who had tested positive for covid and address to determine NRAP exposure.

○ Classification of near-roadway exposure: The CALINE4 model (Benson, 1989)
then estimates NRAP using the concentrations of NOx at each latitude and
longitude for freeway and non-freeway roads using traffic emissions (California
Air Resources Board, 2017) (calculated within a 5-km buffer of the residence).
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International, 153, 106531. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envint.2021.106531

○ Main findings: Found annual NO2 to be associated with COVID-19 incidence
and mortality in Los Angeles County neighborhoods while adjusting for
numerous confounders.

○ Methods: used NO2 raster and compared to total number of covid cases using
hospital records. Controlled for smoking, obesity, diabetes, and hypertension.

○ Classification of near roadway exposure: none, areas were classified by
neighborhood. Neighborhood NO2 concentrations were modeled in relation to
incident case rate (cases/population), mortality rate (deaths/population), and
case-fatality rate (deaths/cases).
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○ Systematic Review Article
○ Useful graphical abstract
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○ Main findings: PM2.5 and ozone were significantly associated with transitions to
more severe states while in hospital and to death after discharge from hospital.
NO2 had weaker effects but displayed some elevated risks.

○ Methods: Used hospital records of covid positive cases hospitalized within 21
days of positive test and NO2 data from ArcGIS

○ Classification of near roadway exposure: none, used 3D reactive chemical
transport model.
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○ Main findings: Italy study showing that long-term exposure to low levels of air
pollutants, especially PM2.5, increased the incidence of COVID-19.

○ Methods: Compared location of covid positive cases to levels of PM, NOx, and
Ozone.

○ Classification of near roadway exposure: none, used chemical transport model.
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○ Main findings: Another analysis showing there is a correlation between PM10
and Covid-19 mortality in Italy.

○ Methods: Compared covid incidence and mortality to average measures of
several pollutants by province.
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○ Classification of near roadway exposure: none, used average yearly values of
pollutants by province.
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○ Main findings: Study suggests a positive association of ambient PM2.5
concentration on excess mortality in Northern Italy related to the COVID-19
epidemic. Estimates suggest that a one-unit increase in PM2.5 concentration
(µg/m3) is associated with a 9% (95% confidence interval: 6–12%) increase in
COVID-19 related mortality.
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○ Main findings: Study found an association between Covid-19 cases and air
pollution suggestive of a possible causal link among particulate matter levels and
incidence of COVID-19.
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COVID-19: Methodological Challenges and Opportunities. American Journal of
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○ Main findings: This paper looks at potential causal links between covid and
pollution and then explores different methodological approaches and their
limitations.
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